Preliminary results from a telemedicine referral network for early diagnosis of sleep apnoea in sleep laboratories.
We conducted a feasibility study to find out whether a simple preliminary examination using telemedicine for diagnosis was sufficient to identify sleep-related breathing disorders (SRBD). Night-time pulse oximetry recordings were made in normal home surroundings on patients suffering from sleep apnoea/SRBD by doctors with a range of non-specialist backgrounds. The readings were transmitted to the relevant sleep laboratory, examined and the results returned to the referring doctor. From 80 patients (aged 29 to 60 years), 58 complained about characteristic symptoms (snoring, daytime sleepiness); 33 of these patients showed additional symptoms of associated diseases. In eight patients associated diseases were found without any symptoms. The findings were compatible with SRBD in 58 cases (73%); 12 of these were asymptomatic patients. A total of 57 patients had to be referred to a sleep laboratory for differential diagnosis by full polysomnography. Of the 22 patients (28%) without pathological findings following pulse-oximetry, 12 were symptomatic. The system described here is suitable for the creation of referral networks and for the identification of patients from institutions not trained in sleep medicine, who would otherwise not have been referred for specific diagnosis to a sleep laboratory.